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when it comes to lengthy video game reviews, i do not have a problem of starting at the beginning or, like many did, playing the game from start to finish before coming to a conclusion. i only play games if there is time in my schedule and i have already decided that i want to buy the title. on game release,
we'll have you covered. a new article every day on the official playstation website, detailing the best games to look out for and provide the best games to play on ps4. you'll be able to read them when you're all caught up for the release of biker days despite that, its not hard to figure out what lies ahead in
the sequel. the first game introduced us to the ridiculous world of japan, which is presumably the setting of biker days. throughout the game, we were introduced to its characters, their friends, and its culture, as well as its events and its epilogue. thats a lot of story, to be told in the shortest time we're used
to in video games. there is only so much time in our lives to spend with games. this is a full story with a full cast of characters. we need all of that. then again, it's kind of hard to compare this as a new story when i played all of the first game's major story beats. that simply has to be sufficient to hook a new

audience. that said, i don't think the full story has to be told in the time frame we're given in biker days. that may be a bit of pacing, but at this rate, its all going to be over in a flash. meaning, there's almost no question that kojima will direct this sequel, and that means that the original team will be back. the
sequel may have a new protagonist and a new environment, but it won't be a whole new story. if it is, then it will be compared to the first game as someone tried to make a new darksiders, which is kind of pointless.
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i have a couple of problems with this. first, it not unplagiarized, it is not derivative. the idea of a mobile shooter is just not that original. and there were dozens of games that did this before it. second, i don't think it was a case of ea being jealous of ea and buying out 20 people to make their own game and
copying it. that's not a case of ea copying something and then selling it as their own. they were making something new and new only for mobile. at the time, mobile was much smaller than it is now and the mobile market would have had a big demand for what they were doing and a few of the mobile

developers who supported it and competed with it because the market was small. i don't think ea were jelous at them because they ccompanied the mobile market not by making a mobile game. it sounds as if they did this while they were being bought out because they wanted to continue on while they
were having their own company. and i think that was pretty dang smart because if they had just shut down their little studio when they were being bought out, those talents would have been diluted. so in my view, that doesn't sound like they were at all jealous of others beating them to their own game. but

what do i know. if the game is based on madden, then this is not the most original idea. there was at least one internet entry for this, in which someone was putting together a cnc dota game based on character modes from the video games. i suspect that the ea part of ea are not exactly know for their
origami skills. after doing some research on how to really make money off youtube, i have recently come to discover that monetizing your channels is quite easy. i get a bulk subscription discount if i am over the 1000000 subs mark. another method is to do some paid advertising, which i have started doing. i

would not recommend this at the beginning though, as its not worth $10 a month, especially with the $0.03/click fee google charges you when you arent even advertising. 5ec8ef588b
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